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Housing as an issue



And then Brexit got serious



Housing as an issue



Housing resonates



So what of the future?

• When we’re through the current political 
stasis…..

• There will be a wish to articulate a policy 
agenda for a better future

• Housing likely to be key in this:
– a pressing need for many people
– a driver of economic growth
– something the UK has control of

• Articulating a positive housing offer will be an 
electoral battleground



Political context – housing tenure
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For younger generations home ownership is not an easily 
achievable aspiration
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Political context – tenure voting trends
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Political outcome
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Summary of the political stakes

• Housing a bigger issue generally
• Younger generations losing out on ownership … and unhappy about that
• Private rented sector increasing – raising its own political issues
• Younger voters backed Labour at last election
• A housing offer for younger generations in particular key part of electoral strategy

• Importance of Help to Buy and future measures in this area
• Growing debate about the rules for the prs and increasing affordable housing supply
• Government has felt the pressure and transmitting this to industry



Industry challenges
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Post Brexit – Government may ….

• Introduce new stimulus measures
• B of E can envisage up to £250bn new 

borrowing capacity in a difficult climate
• Make a new push on construction and 

housing investment
• If so:

– will increase the political stakes
– put more pressure on delivery
– sharpen the need to tackle challenges and 

image issues



Brexit challenges

• Construction Leadership Council Conference 
28 January
– trade, customs and border arrangements
– product regulation
– migration regime

• Migration regime a key focus:
– 18% EU workers (HBF workplace survey)
– in future many roles may not be eligible under 

new “Tier 2” proposals
– how attractive will transitional regime for “lower 

skilled” workers be?
• Brexit may well increase the need to tackle 

the skills/ productivity/ innovation nexus



POSITIVES



Government committed to increasing supply

Policy environment remains generally favourable

PM personally committed to delivering more homes - fixing the “broken”
housing market the “biggest domestic policy challenge of our generation”

Funding in place for Help to Buy 1 and 2 to continue until 2023

Revised NPPF proposals broadly positive – though issues 

Homes England implementing policy on the ground



Help to Buy five and a half years in

• 50,000 completions per year run rate

• 81% First-Time Buyers

• Average selling price c.£250k

• High rate of redemption amongst early purchasers

• Government loan book growing in value

• Housing supply up 78% since its introduction

• More than 3,000 builders signed up to the scheme
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The future of Help to Buy

Government is unequivocal that 2023 will be the end date:

‘The Government does not intend to introduce a further Help to Buy 
Equity Loan scheme after March 2023.’

But…

• Change of criteria should address most of the media criticism of 
the scheme

• Inconceivable that Government can get close to 300,000 target 
without a Help to Buy type scheme

• High LTV mortgages are still scarce and expensive for deposit-
poor first-time buyers



Conclusions



Industry will be….
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